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Form
4.Form

the detailed aspects that make up the threedimensional conﬁguration of the built
environment.

4.1. The Form of development proposals must
provide a strong contextual response to each
site, and create distinctive identity.
4.2. In line with Policy DE1, the form of
development proposals will be assessed in
terms of: siting, orientation, scale, massing,
materials and detailing, and these must be
addressed within all new development
proposals [Para 4.15, SBLP 2026]
4.3. This section provides considerations, guidance
and expectations for each of these elements of
the policy.
4.4. Each plot consists of a set of different elements
that should come together to form a built
response to the context. Combined with the
street, these are the kit of parts that make up
the form of the development. This is explored
further throughout this section to help articulate
the expectations of Policy DE1, and in more
detail in Chapter 8 of this document.

design policies should avoid
unnecessary prescription or detail
and should concentrate on guiding
the overall scale, density, massing,
height, landscape, layout, materials
and access of new development
NPPF 59

•
•
•
•
•
•

Siting
Orientation
Scale
Massing
Materials
Detailing
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Siting
the conﬁguration and relationship of a building’s
footprint to the existing context, character and
the vision for the development.
4.5. The siting of a building should address
and respond to the local distinctiveness
by considering character, context, routes,
trees, buildings, landscape, topography,
street patterns and neighbouring buildings
(also discussed in Section 1). Proposals
NPPF 60
will be assessed in this regard.
NPPF 58
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Clear building lines contribute to local identity. Fig 48
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4.6. Development along a slope should not
include rising plinths visible within the
public realm. Rising plinths are physical
build-ups to increase the slab level up to
or above the ground level. Large plinths
resulting in a high bland build-up can have
a detrimental impact on a streetscene
particularly where they create an inactive
frontage, regardless of the elevational
design proposed above. In a streetscene
of buildings on a slope, it is usually better
to create a level-change at the party wall
between dwellings (Fig 49), and not within
the area of the dwelling itself. This helps
to avoid split-level roofs and split ground
ﬂoor levels within each property. This
approach however may not always be
appropriate for pairs of semi-detached
dwellings.

Rising plinth with changes in level at party wall. Fig 49
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4.7. Poorly considered development on sloping
sites results in the over-use of retaining
walls which cause amenity and
maintenance issues and are generally
unacceptable.
4.8. Access to properties on sloping sites can
result in awkward relationships between
private amenity and public realm if not
designed well. It is important to consider
the siting of buildings within their context
to ensure ramps and retaining structures
do not detract from local identity and the
design of the street. In all circumstances,
a 3-dimensional understanding and
articulation of proposals is required to
ensure private gardens, elevations and
public realm are not compromised.

Well considered siting of terraces on a hill. Fig 50
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Siting Checklist
4.9. Key buildings / landmark buildings should be orientated and sited to give
maximum prominence and to ensure the
scheme beneﬁts from views of the building
from the public realm (Fig 51). Wherever
possible these buildings should align with
the central axis of the street in order to
give them prominence and meaning within
their local setting.
4.10. Layouts that include buildings that are off
alignment, or where a vista ends in a
parking space or garage have lost the
opportunity to create positive identity and
meaning. In such cases changes to a
layout will be expected to address this.

Key building sited to achieve prominence. Fig 51

4.11. Building lines - proposals must ensure
that established building lines that form
part of an area’s identity and character are
maintained through the siting of new
NPPF 58
development.
4.12. The consistency of building lines is a
common aspect of many successful
streets in urban environments (Fig 52).
Avenues, Boulevards, Mews, urban
streetscenes and edges to green space
are strong character cues. Development
within these structured urban forms, must
adhere and reinforce that characteristic.
In some cases a strong consistent building
line will be necessary to reﬂect the existing
built form or intended character of the
street (Fig 53). Other contexts such as
rural areas or fringes of development a
more fragmented or loose arrangement
may be appropriate.

Strong consistent building line, consistent form. Fig 52

The siting of new developments
must respect established building
lines and reinforce existing street
character.
Site level differences should be
addressed by cut and ﬁll to avoid
rising plinths, large raised platforms
and retaining structures
Changes in levels along a terraced
streetscene should be
accommodated at the party wall,
and not within the ridgeline.
Built form must wherever possible
align with and frame views and
vistas. Buildings that are off
alignment or that negatively impact
on a view will not be acceptable.

Strong consistent building line, variety of form. Fig 53
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Orientation Checklist

Orientation
the direction in which the proposed building
faces.
4.13. Buildings should be oriented so that their
public frontage faces the dominant street.
Buildings that turn corners or form several
frontages should positively address both
streets and two public facades may be
necessary (Figs 55 & 56).
4.14. Buildings that terminate vistas - should
be aligned carefully to take advantage of
framed views of the building’s frontage
and to maximise passive surveillance of
the adjacent public realm (Fig 54).

4.15. The direction a building faces should
ensure corners and vista terminations
are addressed, the public realm is
NPPF 96
overlooked and solar gain is
maximised.
4.16. Where side elevations of a corner building
also face the public realm, they should be
punctuated by carefully articulated window
openings and designed as attractive
elevations which relate positively to the
public realm.

Building orientated to close the vista. Fig 54
33
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Buildings should be orientated to
ensure their public frontage faces
the dominant street.
Side elevations onto the public
realm should be designed to be
attractive and provide positive
surveillance over the public realm.
Buildings that are framed within a
view of a terminating vista should
face this terminating view.
Buildings should be arranged to
avoid unusable, leftover space.

Building orientated to address street corner. Fig 55

Building orientated to address both corners. Fig 56
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Scale Checklist

Scale
the size of built form as a relative concept; in
proportion to context, character, public
NPPF 59
realm and human scale.
4.17. Developments generally must be in scale
with their surroundings and with the public
realm that serves them (Fig 57). NPPF 60
Proposals that are out of scale in
relation to their context may be referred to
as incongruent, inharmonious, or over
dominant and as such will be resisted.
Where existing or proposed buildings have
been identiﬁed as ‘key’ buildings, such as
at a ‘gateway’ or at the termination of an
important line of site, then they may be
more prominent in terms of scale. In all
instances the scale of buildings needs to
be very carefully considered in terms of
amenity of neighbours and overall context.

4.18. Tall buildings (deﬁned as considerably
higher than the existing built environment5)
need to satisfy the above principle of scale
in relation to the impact on the existing or
proposed context (Fig 58). Tall buildings
especially those above 5-storeys have a
marked effect on the skyline and such
proposals will be expected to undergo the
design review process in order to agree a
high quality architectural design.
Generally buildings over 5-storeys should
be reserved for the town centre - see
Policy CAAP1 of the adopted Swindon
Central Area Action Plan.

The use of “tall”, dominant or iconic
buildings must be fully justiﬁed by
high quality design
Elements of a development must be
complimentary to the dwelling and
street character
The scale of development,
individual buildings or their
components must not compromise
amenity

4.19. The scale of individual parts of a
development should also be in proportion.
Houses along a street should relate in
scale to each other; new street trees
planted to make up an avenue should be
of sufﬁcient initial and potential size to
create impact; and large key buildings
should have complimentary architectural
articulation and frontage space.
4.20. In existing and established areas where
new development is proposed, particularly
brownﬁeld, backland or inﬁll sites, scale is
often a deciding factor in the success or
failure of a scheme and the impact on
character and amenity will be carefully
assessed.

Public realm in scale with built form. Fig 57

Development must be in scale with
its context, character, public realm
and use (human or civic scale)

A tall “prominent” building at a key location. Fig 58
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Massing
the 3 dimensional development envelope and
the rhythms and patterns of it.
4.21. Massing may be considered at two scales:


the urban grain



the detailed composition

4.22. The ﬁrst scale of massing involves the
shape, height and bulk of the built form
together and comprises the whole building
or group of buildings. The detailed
composition however is concerned with
how elements of each building are
organised in terms of proportion and
rhythm.
NPPF 59
4.23. The massing of development must
compliment and reinforce the existing
urban grain, the character and the street
hierarchy. It should help to shape and
enclose public spaces and contribute to a
coherent and harmonious townscape.

4.24. This may be at a building scale in terms of
the overall shape or silhouette of the
building form(s) or conveyed in more
detailed ways such as patterns of
openings, porches, projecting bays,
chimneys, boundary treatments and other
rhythmic features.
Urban Grain
4.25. In the ﬁrst example (Fig 59) the massing of
the proposed building fails to respond to
the ﬁne grain of the surrounding built form.
The roof shape clashes with the inherent
character and the bulk dominates the
townscape and overwhelms the traditional
surroundings. This scheme fails at a
urban grain level (shape and bulk) - no
elevational treatment can satisfactorily
address the massing issue.

Inharmonious shape & bulk - poor massing. Fig 59
35
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Finer grain and complimentary shapes. Fig 60

4.26. The second example (Fig 60) uses the
same quantum of built form, but is
moulded to a more sensitive, less
dominant massing comprising a collection
of smaller built forms responsive to the
surrounding context. A traditional roof
form compliments the existing character
and shapes. The ﬁner grain of the design
adds to the complexity and richness of the
proposal within the wider townscape.
4.27. The insertion of a wide, horizontally
emphasised building adjoining traditional
vertically dominant frontages (Fig 61)
results in conﬂict within the street. The
ﬂoor levels for each storey fail to
correspond and the elevational
compositions are polarised.

Proportion and emphasis at complete odds. Fig 61
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Massing Checklist
Detailed composition
4.28. The perceived mass of buildings can be
strongly inﬂuenced by the architectural
features and built elements of the façade
such as chimneys, fenestration, balconies
and porches.
4.29. Where there is a clear massing
characteristic or feature, new development
should compliment, harmonise and reﬂect
it. Examples of this include strong vertical
(Fig 64) or horizontal emphasis (Fig 63),
dominant roof forms, patterns of openings,
or classical proportions.
4.30. Buildings that appear as ‘monolithic’,
‘mundane’, bland or even blank in
expression usually result from badly
proportioned window openings or poorly
arranged facades with conﬂicting
horizontal and vertical emphasis in their
composition (Fig 62).

Bland frontage and confused proportions. Fig 62

4.31. Inactive ground ﬂoors that do not
contribute to the street should also be
avoided.
4.32. Proportion is an inherent part of massing
and the relationship between the parts of a
building should come together to support
the overall emphasis. Proportion also
plays a strong role in the character of an
area and this can be seen in the wider
frontages and curved bays of the 1930s
semi-detached developments (Fig 63)
contrasted with the vertical emphasis of
the Victorian and Edwardian terraces.
4.33. Therefore within massing the more
detailed elements should also be
considered such as the form of the
elevation and the shape of openings but
these alone cannot compensate for a poor
overall build massing as in Fig 59.

Strong horizontal massing and elements. Fig 63

Development massing (height,
width, shape) must positively
contribute to surrounding streets,
public realm and townscape
Over-dominant buildings or
elements out of proportion with the
host dwelling, neighbouring
buildings, the street or their setting
will not be acceptable
New development should respect
established rhythms and
proportional emphasis or reﬂect the
intended character of the vision on
larger sites
Clashing emphasis (vertical vs
horizontal) is rarely considered
acceptable

Strong vertical emphasis and patterns. Fig 64
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Materials
The outer skin of the development.

NPPF 59

4.34. Materials are often the part of a
development most noticed and
experienced by people as they are visual,
tactile and dynamic. Good quality
materials pay dividends in terms of uplift
value, resilience, and can support many of
the design principles of Policy DE1 such
as legibility and character. A high quality
complimentary palette of materials is
expected for all development proposals.
4.35. Materials should be chosen to reﬂect the
local identity and the intended approach to
NPPF 58
each character area on large
development proposals. Different material
ﬁnishes may also be appropriate to deﬁne
key buildings, spaces, streets or pathways
through the development as well as
ownership and transitions.
4.36. The quality of materials is a design
consideration and the colour, texture and
scale of materials should respond to the
context and character of the setting. The
durability, weathering impact and other
material attributes are all legitimate
considerations. In some cases sourcing
local or natural materials will be necessary
to secure or maintain local distinctiveness,
historic integrity and overall quality.
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4.37. Materials extend beyond the buildings
themselves and the public realm must be
treated with durable high quality materials.
This extends to the interfaces with private
land and the means of enclosure. The
use of timber panel fencing will not be
acceptable along boundaries with the
public realm instead these should
generally be formed from brick or stone
walling to compliment the adjacent
buildings. Generally railings should be
mounted on low walls or plinths to avoid
plant and soil overspill into the public
realm. Similarly, the use of loose surface
treatments (such as gravel or chippings)
should be avoided on public frontages to
minimise overspill particularly immediately
adjacent to the public highway.

4.39. The cost of quality materials especially in
the public realm, should be measured in
terms of the overall beneﬁts - value uplift,
lower maintenance costs, longer life-span
and not considered solely in terms of the
initial outlay. Cheap, poor quality
materials can reduce a schemes appeal,
value, lifespan, and local identity. NPPF 17
NPPF 56
4.40. Creating a simple palette and
reﬂecting the colours on-site is the best
way to address the appropriateness of
both the materials and their colours. The
LPA may require a sample palette of
materials to be erected on site for
assessment in the local context.
NPPF 58

4.38. The treatment of individual buildings and
their associated enclosures, surfaces,
roofs and component parts, must be coordinated to reﬂect the wider street and
site character. As touched upon in the
previous sections on Scale and Massing,
the use of oversized elements such as full
size roof tiles on porches or heavy fascia
boards as well as undersized elements
such as weak entrance treatments, will not
be acceptable.
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Materials Checklist
4.41. Colour plays an important part in the
choice of materials. Swindon’s local brick
is a red/orange stock and in Old Town and
within the railway housing, this can be
seen combined with the local grey
Portland Limestone. Across the rural
areas of the Borough and within the
smaller settlements, different characters
prevail (Fig 65). Proposals there will be
expected to reﬂect the naturally occurring
materials and the general colour palette
found within those more rural and natural
landscape contexts.

4.42. The use of complementary colours and
the textures of proposed materials is
important in order to establish a sense of
unity and identity across the development,
and so too is the use of contrasting
colours to highlight key features,
architectural elements or on key/landmark
buildings. A colour wheel is a very helpful
technical tool in establishing a
complementary and contrasting colour
palette.

Materials must be of good quality in
terms of aesthetic value and longterm durability and maintenance
Proposals should reﬂect local
character and setting through the
choice of materials, colour, texture
and scale
Timber panel fencing is not
acceptable adjacent to the public
realm and generally railings should
be mounted
Loose surface treatments that are
not adequately contained will not
generally be acceptable

Materials and textures across Swindon. Fig 65
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Detailing
the detailed elements of both buildings and the
public realm and the interface between these
two.
4.43. Carefully thought out detailing should
ensure the various elements of a building
relate well to the composition of a facade,
the choice of boundary treatment and
interface between public/private space.
These can make or break the success of a
place its identity and response to the
existing character.
4.44. Successful developments comprise
architecture with harmonising scale,
proportion and rhythm carried through to
components, such as openings, bays,
projections, roof forms, chimneys, etc.

Recessed elements and facade detailing. Fig 66
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4.45. By taking cues from existing buildings and
features in the area it is possible to create
an addition to the built environment that
complements without slavishly copying the
existing (Fig 67). Respecting cues like
scale and massing but using an innovative
approach to materials and detailing makes
it possible to reinforce the identity of an
area and contribute to its special character
in a creative manner. There is no reason
why character and innovation should not
go together. New and old buildings can
coexist happily without disguising one as
the other, if well designed.

4.46. Doors and windows - the composition of
doors and window openings in elevations
should be designed to create harmony
through the careful articulation of aspects
such as scale, proportion and rhythm (Fig
66). It is generally not appropriate to mix
horizontal with vertical emphasis.

The Old & the New in harmony and proportion. Fig 67

Good door / window / balcony composition. Fig 68
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4.47. Doors and windows should in most cases
be recessed into the outer wall of the
building (Fig 68) to provide sufﬁcient relief/
shadow within the elevation. Window and
door frames ﬂush with the outer skin will
only be acceptable where this is justiﬁed in
terms of a high quality contemporary
architectural expression.
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4.48. Entrance features - porches, canopies,
porticoes and door surrounds, should all
be designed as robust, architectural
elements inherently-related to the host
dwelling (Fig 69), and not as ill-conceived
add-ons.

4.50. Chimneys - chimneys have been a
distinctive architectural feature for most
19th and 20th century housing. They add
interest to a roof line and introduce a
simple but effective rhythm along the
street (Fig 70).

4.49. Rainwater goods must be
sympathetically accommodated on
facades of buildings and duplicate runs of
down pipes avoided by grouping
collections (Fig 68). On terraced buildings
single down pipes should be located at the
boundary line.

4.51. Where chimneys are proposed, they
should be used as integral parts of a
building, they can be used as heat-stack
ventilation (a very effective way of
extracting stale air out of a building and
allowing fresh air in), or as an active ﬂue.
4.52. Chimneys should not generally be located
in line with or above doors or windows.
NPPF 60

Strong entrance features - no visible services. Fig 69

Distinctive rhythmical chimneys. Fig 70

4.53. Trees can contribute signiﬁcantly to the
distinctiveness and attractiveness of an
area and the use of different species can
aid legibility and character. Trees provided
within hard landscaped areas such as
courtyards or the public highway should
usually be protected by grilles and guards
(Fig 71) unless they are sighted in grass
verges or planting. In many cases heavy
standard tree species will be expected to
provide impact in the street and create an
established landscape setting and avoid
the need for further protection measures.
Details of maintenance and watering
regimes will also be required to ensure
long term survival and growth.

Trees in public realm with grilles and guards. Fig 71
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4.54. Balconies & balustrades - (either inset or
add-on) can add great emphasis to a
building and assist in the composition of
an elevation. They can improve the
perceived massing of a building, enliven
its frontage (Fig 72) and provide amenity
space.
4.55. Inset balconies - integral to the structure of
the building, (Fig 68) or projecting
balconies (Fig 66) need to be designed to
be functional and not just decorative, in
order to be used and appreciated by their
occupiers. Under-sized and therefore
unusable balconies are rarely appropriate
and will be resisted in most cases.

Well-designed inset-balconies enliven frontage. Fig 72
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4.56. Care must be taken to ensure that
balconies are designed to correspond with
the scale, rhythm and proportion of the
facade of the building. In addition
consideration should be paid to how
balustrades are ﬁxed into the structure of
a building. Poorly positioned balustrades
ﬁxed so that they straddle over two
different materials, or over window lintels
or other features of the facade are not
acceptable Fig 73).

Unusable balcony and poor ﬁxing over header. Fig 73
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4.57. Ginnels -punctuated between terraced
properties these provide good accessibility
with a short run between rear gardens and
the public highway (Fig 74). This also
avoids the need for long and often
protracted rear access paths that are
mostly unsafe (Page 25), inefﬁcient and
that tend to become cluttered or
underused by residents. Where wheelie
bins and recycling boxes are left in these
pathways they become unattractive and
their use further declines.

Ginnels provide rear access and storage. Fig 74
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4.58. Boundary treatments - are important to
form a clear deﬁnition between the public
and private realm. They have an important
role to play in establishing character for a
house and a street, for providing a sense
of defensible space at the front, and a
secure enclosure at the rear of a property.
4.59. Where railings are proposed, they should
generally be positioned onto a low wall
(Fig 75) to avoid overspilling of ground
cover (Fig 78). Enclosures adjoining the
public realm should not be formed by
close boarded fencing or include loose
paving materials such as gravel without
low wall structures to contain them.

Defensible frontage with railings on a low wall. Fig 75

4.60. Boundary walls should be formed from
materials that match or correspond with
the development. Where bricks are used
a header row, or row lock course or coping
stones should top the wall ideally with a
lower tile crease (Fig 76)
4.61. Eaves details - poorly considered eaves
detailing resulting from the need to
accommodate sufﬁcient levels of insulation
within certain roof types can result in oversized eaves with very large sofﬁt boards
and box gutters. These architectural
details should be designed to achieve
quality and elegance in their construction
without dominating owing to their scale.

Tile-crease & header course on boundary wall. Fig 76

4.62. Levels - site levels across a proposed
development are key to understanding
how roads, buildings and the public realm
will work. Assessment is needed of the
public realm quality throughout the
development; how level thresholds are
achievable for each house; the
functionality of the elements of a
sustainable drainage scheme, of play
areas and private garden space, etc.
4.63. Detailed existing and proposed site and
slab levels must be provided to the LPA
early in the design stage for all major
development proposals to avoid problems
such as those below (Fig 77).

Lack of consideration of levels and poor access. Fig 77
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Details Checklist

Details Checklist

Details Checklist

Components of a building and its
facade should all be complimentary
and in scale with the building

Chimneys should be designed to
accord with the facade of a building
and not located above entrances

Doors and windows should
generally be of the same vertical or
horizontal emphasis and recessed
into the outer wall of the building

Balconies should provide usable
external amenity space. Their siting
must consider other features on the
facade. Undersized, unusable and
poorly sited balconies will be
resisted

Boundaries with the public realm
should not be formed by fencing
and railings should be mounted on
plinths or walls

Rainwater goods should be
located to compliment the facade
and in terraced properties grouped
at the boundary line

Ginnels should be considered to
provide a solution for rear access
and storage for terraced properties
to avoid rear alleyways and poorly
surveyed paths

Details of schemes have signiﬁcant impact Fig 78
43
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5.f
Function
d

the utility or need required to satisfy the
intended uses generated by each development
proposal over the longer-term;
5.1. Function is a key aspect determining the quality of an overall design.
Poorly designed development that fails to take the opportunities
available for improving the way an area functions should be refused.
It is essential that a place functions effectively to ensure its use is
optimised and its character can fully emerge. Predicting the function
of a scheme requires an understanding of how the parts of a
neighbourhood, a street and an individual plot should come together
to form a complete composition visually and operationally.
5.2. In this section the topics of sustainable drainage systems;
parking arrangements; refuse & recycling provision and utilities
NPPF 64
are each discussed in turn.

•
•
•
•

Sustainable Drainage
Parking
Refuse and Recycling
Utilities
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Sustainable Drainage
When determining planning applications, local
planning authorities should ensure ﬂood risk is
not increased elsewhere NPPF para 103
5.3. Sustainable urban drainage systems
(SUDs) are designed to reduce the impact
NPPF 17
of developments with respect to
surface water discharges to reduce the
risk of ﬂooding. There are many merits of
SUDs: Reduced ﬂood risk, Biodiversity
gains, Water quality, and
NPPF 99
Amenity (Fig 79).
5.4. No one component should distort or
imbalance another and schemes must
demonstrate how each beneﬁt is to be
achieved and incorporated in each
planning proposal (SBLP policy EN6).

5.5. SUDs should compliment and support the
overall character and placemaking vision,
contributing to the quality and functioning
aspects of the public realm. As such
SUDs must provide a good level of multifunctionality. Stand-alone balancing
ponds at the end of underground pipedsystems do not constitute an acceptable
sustainable drainage solution. Poorly
designed drainage ponds are an eyesore,
usually a maintenance liability, add little
biodiversity value and provide no real
amenity to residents (Fig 80).

5.6. SUDs need to be considered early in the
design process. The integrated design of
SUDs within streets and open spaces is
crucial to reinforce the placemaking and
secure high quality design DE1 (Fig 81).
As pieces of essential infrastructure, SUDs
need to be considered as ‘entire
management trains’ so that all stages of
the process can positively integrate into
site layout design considerations.
5.7. Drainage feature gradients are critical to
assess the usability of the space. SUDs
that do not demonstrate real public use
and/or have steep gradients will not be
counted towards usable public open space
unless signiﬁcant amenity value can be
demonstrated and secured.

Biodiversity
Amenity

SUDS

Flood risk
Water quality
SUDs sustainability diagram. Fig 79
45

Drainage pond offering no multi-functionality. Fig 80
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Swale as an integral part of the ‘place’. Fig 81
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SUDs Checklist
The collection and use of rain water:
Waterbutts, living roofs, rainwater
harvesting, etc.

The flow and cleaning of water:
Swales, reed beds, soakaways,
permeable paving, etc.

All four components of SUDs must
be addressed and in balance

Source Control

Tanked and piped solutions should
only be used if it is demonstrated all
SUDs methods are not possible
SUDs should provide amenity, be
well designed, coordinated with the
layout and fully overlooked

Conveyance

Overground features such as basins
and swales must demonstrate
public use and amenity value in
order to count towards POS

Filtrations
Infiltration

The holding and storage of water:
Wetlands, balancing ponds,
detention basins, retention basins,
etc.

All schemes should include source
control features. Justiﬁcation will be
necessary if these components do
not form part of the proposal

Retention (wet)
Detention (dry)
Wetlands
The SUDs train. Fig 82

5.8.
5
8 When
Wh designing
d i i SUDs
SUD features
f
within
ithi
open space, opportunities should be taken
to create new wetland habitat areas that
increase biodiversity and provide amenity
value for residents (Fig 83)

5.9. Source control features should be
included in all schemes (Fig 82), as well
as Conveyance, Filtration and Retention
systems. Justiﬁcation will be required if
they do not form part of an overall system.
Wetland area with biodiversity and amenity. Fig 83
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Parking
5.10. This section sets out general principles
relating to the provision of parking for new
housing. Other solutions may be more
appropriate in historic parts of the Borough
or where a deﬁning local characteristic
requires it. In all cases developments will
be expected to meet the Council’s current
parking standards.
NPPF 39
5.11. The Council supports sustainable
transport measures such as car clubs and
the promotion of walking and cycling, but
any departure from the adopted standards
will need to be justiﬁed to the LHA and
supported with robust empirical evidence
in an accompanying Transport
Assessment, or Travel Plan. Developers
are also encouraged to incorporate
facilities for charging cars including plug-in
NPPF 35
services.

5.13. Car parking should be designed to
compliment the housing typology and
existing or intended street character.
Streets should be designed as ‘places’
and car parking must be balanced to
ensure various elements that create the
street such as boundary treatments and
street landscaping are considered
together (Fig 85).
5.14. Car parking should not dominate the street
or area. The over-use of grouped parking
scenarios such as parking courts and lines
of linear bays, will not be acceptable.
Disorganised and different mis-matched
parking arrangements along a street can
lead to confused and disrupted rhythms.

5.15. Poorly planned arrangements and
overbearing provision that compromises
front gardens, and limits boundary
treatments will be refused (Fig 84).
5.16. Insufﬁcient space within a frontage to
accommodate parking provision with a
clear pedestrian route to the front door
fails in function terms and is therefore poor
design (Fig 84). Car parking that
dominates the frontage or street and
results in no other private, defensible
space or public realm, also fails.
5.17. Visitor bays should be accommodated to
best serve the development with special
consideration to their provision close to
apartments, terraces and play areas.

5.12. The requirement to accommodate car
parking can have a signiﬁcant affect on
the quality of residential layout design.
Successful layouts work by integrating
parking into a development early in the
design process, and not as an
afterthought or as an issue addressed
incrementally.

Insufﬁcient room to accommodate parking. Fig 84
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Integrated on-plot parking with landscaping. Fig 85
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Parking Checklist
5.18. For most house typologies car parking
should be accommodated within the true
curtilage of the dwelling it serves referred
to as “on-plot”. The use of private
pathways along sides and rear boundaries
of properties to connect gardens or
frontages to parking spaces is not
considered “on-plot” parking and in most
cases will not be acceptable (Fig 38, p25).
5.19. The use of rear parking courtyards can
lead to underused and inhospitable
environments. As such the use of them
should be limited. Where courtyards are
proposed they should be adequately
surveyed with dwellings and landscaping
located within them (Figs 86 & 87).

5.20. The design of parking should prevent
conﬂict between quality and functionality
and well planned, integrated parking can
lessen the burden of maintenance and
reduce potential for future problems
between users and residents.

Parking arrangements must be
coordinated and support the street
character. Mismatched parking
arrangements and those that
dominate the street scene or
frontage will not be acceptable

5.21. Communal parking areas (5+ cars), should
include space for soft landscaping. In
small isolated pockets planting usually
fails and becomes a maintenance liability,
so breaks of at least 1m are expected.
Tree planting is the best landscaping to
limit land take, increase impact, reduce
maintenance and provide shade, shelter
and seasonal variation within what may
otherwise be a hard environment.

All parking spaces and the
pedestrian routes to them must be
safe, conveniently located and
secure natural surveillance
Visitor parking must be located to
best serve the entire development
All detached & semi-detached
houses should have on-plot parking,
not to the detriment of the frontage
Rear courtyard parking should be
limited to where no alternative is
available
Grouped parking should include 1m
(min) breaks for trees & pedestrian
access, approx’ every 5 bays
Cycle storage must be secure, well
designed and convenient to access

Successful overlooked courtyard parking. Fig 86

Successful overlooked courtyard parking. Fig 87

5.22. Cycle storage must adhere to the LHA
standards. It should be in a well-lit place
close to the entrance point/s of the
building, be secure and convenient to use.
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Refuse & Recycling Checklist

Refuse, Recycling
5.23. The storage of refuse and recycling
wheelie bins and boxes must be fully
accommodated within new developments.
Lack of consideration of these aspects can
negatively impact the functionality and
attractiveness of a place over time.
5.24. Different solutions may apply depending
on local characteristics and house type.
Apartment blocks will require communal
areas for waste and recycling collection
and storage (Fig 88) whereas individual
houses require this provision on-plot.
5.25. Within an apartment block design the
refuse, recycling and cycle storage must
be accessible for all residents and
designed to harmonise with the scheme.

5.26. Refuse, recycling and cycle storage may
be housed in bespoke enclosures to the
front of dwellings formed as part of each
dwelling’s frontage/defensible space. The
example below (Fig 89) illustrates how this
can be designed to support the quality of
the street and provide a good threshold
between public and private space, even
for smaller units. The second example (Fig
90) illustrates what happens when this
fails to be considered at the design stage
with the streets littered with bins four days
after collection day.
5.27. The location of refuse and recycling
storage should also consider collection
requirements.

Well designed, convenient communal storage. Fig 88
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Bespoke individual storage enclosures. Fig 89

Storage of refuse and recycling
should be well designed and fully
integrated into the scheme.
Storage of refuse and recycling
should be convenient, secure, and
accessible to all users
Communal storage should be
housed in well designed enclosures
that compliment the scheme.
5.28. The design should ensure the storage
facility is easily accessible from the public
highway and achieves the minimum carrydistances as required by the Local
Highway Authority standards.

Lack of defensible space or storage provision. Fig 90
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Servicing Checklist

Utilities
5.29. Utility meter boxes, vents and ﬂues can
be visually disruptive when installed on
main external walls or private paved areas
of individual dwellings (Fig 91). With early
and careful planning of service
connections such requirements can be
discretely located on side or rear
elevations to avoid creating interrupting
elements within the street scene. They
can also be screened within bespoke
enclosures to the front of dwellings, within
ginnels, or on the side of a recessed
entranceway (for example). The location
of all such services must be indicated on
the elevational drawings.

5.30. Ideally satellite dishes should not be
visible from the public realm. Within large
developments satellite transmissions can
be provided via a main satellite receiving
station to minimise visual clutter.
Underground cable/and or shared satellite
receiver stations should be considered in
all major residential schemes (Fig 93)

Poor utility positioning and no bin storage. Fig 91

Substation housed in complimentary structure. Fig 92

5.31. Substation facilities must be located and
designed to ﬁt in with the surrounding
development. It is often necessary to
accommodate substations within
enclosures (Fig 92) and these are more
successfully disguised as single garages
rather than large plastic utility housings.

Utilities and Services (meter boxes
etc.) should be located on side or
rear elevations or hidden from view
by landscaping.
Satellite receiver stations should be
considered on large schemes to
avoid dishes on facades.
Sub station housings should be
accommodated within schemes and
housed in complimentary materials

Services housed in complimentary structure. Fig 93
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6.AMENTY
Amenity
.

6

6.1. Development proposals must ensure adequate levels of daylight,
sunlight, privacy, and outlook. In addition residents must be free
from unreasonable noise, disturbance, smell and pollution.
Developments must also deliver sufﬁcient space to provide comfort
and enjoyment, and promote good health and well-being.
6.2. It is important to ensure a consistent and fair approach to securing
and maintaining amenity. A resident’s ability to tolerate a lower level
of amenity is not sufﬁcient reason to permit an otherwise
unacceptable proposal - planning permission goes with the land, not
an individual.
6.3. An individual’s rights to levels of amenity should be ubiquitous and
the LPA will pay careful attention to the effect of development on the
living conditions and amenity of residents - new and existing, in the
wider public interest.
6.4. The methods set out here in order to secure sufﬁcient residential
amenity are not mutually exclusive, instead the helpfully serve more
than one purpose - separation distances for example can help
address daylight, sunlight, privacy, outlook and help to secure NPPF 17
private space.
NPPF 171
55

Daylight, Sunlight & Overshadowing
upon existing neighbouring properties
simply by their proximity. All
developments will be assessed in terms of
the impact on daylight and sunlight for
existing and future occupiers and the
potential for overshadowing.

6.5. Daylight is the natural light from the sky,
available from all directions, (including
north), even when clouds hide the sun.
6.6. Sunlight (direct) is available on our line of
latitude (with clear skies), (Fig 95) from the
eastern, southern and western skies
extending from a winter low angle (17o
max) to a high angle in summer (60o max).
6.7. Overshadowing is governed by the size,
position and orientation of the
development, and by relative land levels.
The width of a building is often as
important as its height in terms of the
overshadowing it may cause, because this
will affect the length of time during which
overshadowing will occur.
6.8. Backland and inﬁll development proposals
have the potential to signiﬁcantly impact

6.9. Within schemes certain layouts can create
amenity issues such as garages
overshadowing gardens. This is
particularly the case with set-back garages
aligned north-south. In some cases a
different house typology should be used to
avoid this problem.
6.10. The availability of sunlight in private
spaces (gardens) and public spaces (Fig
96) (parks, squares, play areas) is
important for amenity and function. Their
design must ensure 50% (min) of each
space receives at least 2 hours of sunlight
on the spring equinox (21 March).5

Overshadowing Checklist
At least 50% of each private and
public amenity space must receive a
minimum of 2 hours sunlight on the
Spring equinox.
Developments should comply with
the BRE daylight guidance.
6.11. The LPA will assess the effect of a
proposal on the daylight available to
adjacent dwellings by using British
Research Establishment’s (BRE) Site
Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight
(2011)(BRE 209). Proposals should not
be positioned to compromise the daylight
to an adjacent property’s habitable room
window as illustrated below.

Visible Sky Angle
>65o

Proposed
building

The path of the Sun on UK line of latitude. Fig 95
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Private shared space enjoying sunlight. Fig 96

BRE Daylight Guidance. Fig 97
5. BRE ‘Site Layout Planning for Daylight & Sunlight’, Part 3.3
56

Separation Distances Checklist

Separation Distances
6.12. Separation distances (Fig 98) should be
adhered to (in addition to the 45o rule), for
non-mixed-use developments outside the
Urban Core. These help to relieve the
impact of development for existing
residents and ensure good solar access to
rooms and gardens all year round. Rearto-rear separation distances of 21m
between dwellings are required for 2storey properties. This distance has been
set by BRE by applying our latitude and
ensures a minimum of 2 hours of solar
access on the spring equinox. This also
helps satisfy the privacy, outlook and
amenity requirements of policy DE1.
6.13. The separation distances will be applied
between existing residential properties
and new proposals to provide greater
certainty and security for residents next to
potential development sites. The height of
the highest of the relevant dwelling(s)
must be used for the purposes of
establishing separation distances.

6.15. There may be exceptional circumstances
where the character of an existing area
requires a different separation response
and this will need to be demonstrated. A
relaxation of these distances however will
not be made solely because of high
vegetation or a blocked view. Similarly an
inability to achieve these separation
distances does not justify the use of single
aspect accommodation.

B

C

Developments that are not mixed
use and fall outside the Town Centre
area must secure the separation
distances as a minimum:
A Rear to Rear
2-storey = 21m
3-storey = 24m
(+3m for each additional storey)
BRear to Side
2-storey = 12m
3-storey = 15m
(+3m for each additional storey)
CAt an Angle
Rear to Side >45o apply B
 Rear to Rear <45o apply A
D Sloping sites
 Add 1m separation for each 0.5m of
 ground level difference.

Where only minimum standards are
secured PD rights may be removed.
A
6.16. Design Codes are a useful tool to set out
the character of a new development and
different separation distances as well as
frontage space are just two design
considerations that may be set by such
NPPF 59
site speciﬁc documents.

6.14. If dwellings are set out at the minimum
separation distance there will be limited
opportunity for future extensions. In such
cases it may be necessary to remove
permitted development (PD) rights from
those properties to protect amenity in the
longer term.
Separation distances provide privacy & amenity. Fig 98
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Outlook Checklist

Outlook
6.17. Outlook is the external scene
experienced from looking out from a
house or private garden. It is important to
consider what view a resident should be
able to enjoy from within their home and
garden protected from overbearing or
oppressive development, buildings or
elevations (Fig 99).
6.18. Outlook is therefore about the proximity
of development as well as the external
attributes.
6.19. Proximity of buildings is generally
discussed in the previous section.
Individual circumstances however, may
mean the impact upon outlook for a
resident requires a greater separation and
more careful consideration. Such
circumstances may include single aspect
dwellings where the sole outlook is all
important, or in ground-ﬂoor residences
where land uses at street level have
greater impact. This scenario is relevant
to such dwelling types whether proposed
or adjacent to a new development.
6.20. Attributes of a development can also
affect outlook. Overbearing bland or
poorly articulated elevations and walls,
(Fig 99) tall roof shapes and poor quality
materials that quickly degrade can all
impact on outlook for a resident.

6.21. An outlook across a parking area or
toward a service yard for example is highly
undesirable especially from habitable
rooms. Where parking dominates the
frontage of properties, located close to the
front of windows with no space for
landscaping, or enclosures, etc. outlook is
severely affected. This is not just for the
host dwelling, but also for neighbouring
homes and the street scene. A 4x4 or
transit van parked next to the window of a
property can have the same impact as a
6ft high wall. In such cases buffering by
distance and landscaping will be
expected.
6.22. Developments must also be compatible
with nearby land uses and not
compromise amenity with regards to
noise, disturbance, smell or pollution.
(NPPF 123) Separate legislation exists
that governs much of these technical
matters, but development that
compromises amenity in this way or seeks
to employ arbitrary solutions to the
detriment of high quality design, will not be
acceptable (see also Local Plan policies
EN5 and EN7).

Single aspect dwellings and ground
ﬂoor residences will not be accepted
where their only outlook is across
car parking spaces or communal
areas with no defensible space or
landscaping to aid privacy.
Overbearing, bland, poorly
articulated elevations or walls and
poorly sited parking bays will not be
acceptable.
Development that is incompatible
with existing nearby land uses that
results in loss of amenity or
compromised design solutions to
address constraints will not be
acceptable.

Overbearing, bland elevation provides nothing Fig 99
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Space

Garden Amenity Checklist

6.23. Internal and external space is an important
amenity consideration. As a general rule
of thumb the main external private garden
space should be at least the same area as
the footprint of the host dwelling6. For
properties with more than 2-storeys this
should be considerably larger and the
separation distances required will assist to
achieve this (Fig 89). For apartment
blocks the external communal garden
space should be at least the area of the
ground ﬂoor unless context and character
considerations dictate otherwise.

Main private gardens should be
larger than the footprint of the host
dwelling.
The external garden space for
properties greater than 2-storeys
should be considerably larger.
The private communal external
space for apartment blocks should
be at least the area of the ground
ﬂoor, subject to context and
character considerations.
Amenity space can provide health & well being Fig 100

6.24. The nationally described space standards
(Fig 101) provide a simple set of minimum
areas relative to numbers of bedrooms
and inhabitants and with reference to the
storeys in the dwelling. The standards
also provide for internal storage space
required to accommodate recycling and
refuse.
6.25. While the standards have not yet been
adopted for Swindon, they have been
repeated here for ease of reference as it is
the LPA’s intention to use them as a guide
until such time as they are adopted and
brought forward in line with the
requirements as set out by the
Government’s Technical Housing
Standards (March 2015).
DCLG - Technical housing standards review - Nationally described space standard (March 2015) Fig 101
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6. Tadpole Garden Village Design Code.
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Good Public Realm lifts a whole development Fig 102
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form Realm
Public
Quality

7.

Form

Public realm encompasses all public spaces and streets and the
elements within them.

7.1. The quality of the public realm is at the heart of creating and
maintaining a sense of place with identity and distinctiveness
that functions well and can stand the test of time for future
generations.

7

NPPF 56
NPPF 58

7.2. The creation of new public realm needs to generate places that are
comfortable for people to enjoy and live in; places that are safe and
attractive to walk through, and places that promote healthier lifestyles
and community interaction
7.3. The public realm encompasses a wide range of places and elements.
For the purposes of this document, it includes those elements that
make up a street and/or public space such as shared surface areas,
boundary treatments, street trees, public art, street furniture, and
sustainable drainage systems where these are designed as multifunctional spaces.

Pursuing sustainable development
involves seeking positive
improvements in the quality of the
built, natural and historic environment,
as well as people’s quality of life...
NPPF paragraph 9
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Establishing public realm
7.4. All proposals for development should
establish a clear and logical concept for
setting out the public realm structure. This
must follow and support the scheme’s
context or “vision” for the creation of a new
place. Adhering to a site’s vision in this
way deﬁnes the main elements of the
scheme and ensures a strong and legible
structure can begin to emerge.

7.5. The design process for a new housing
development needs to be driven by a
passion for the creation of good quality
places (Fig 103). It requires imagination,
ability, experience, tenacity, an eye for
detail, sensitivity and most importantly a
duty of care for our communities quality of
life, health and well being.
NPPF 58

7.6. Although housing falls mostly in private
ownership it has a major impact on the
adjoining public realm. Dwellings along a
street provide the main spatial enclosure.
The choice and arrangement of house
typologies should signal the density,
hierarchy and character and help establish
the quality and experience of the public
realm.

High quality public realm, functional and durable Fig 103
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Public realm value
7.7. Public realm; whether it be formal public
open space, a street with trees or small
informal areas, must provide real meaning
and value to the development and wider
area. The value of public realm ultimately
depends on the attractiveness and
functionality of it. Well designed public
realm leads to greater use and
custodianship by the local community as
well as becoming a desirable place to live.
7.8. The use of quality street furniture (Fig
105), materials and public art installations
all contribute to the value of a place and
help secure local identity. When these
come together at places of community
interaction such as retail hubs, schools
and play spaces (Fig 104) they can
combine to great effect.

Play and amenity in the public realm. Fig 104

7.9. If areas are meaningless, badly located or
poorly executed they are less likely to
encourage use. Unusable, strips of land
or awkward spaces left over between
dwellings do not contribute to the
attractiveness or value of a place and are
often costly to maintain leaving a lasting
legacy of neglect and declining value.
Such spaces will not be acceptable.

7.11. This does not have to be a complex
arrangement –trees in a street for example
provide shade, seasonal variety,
opportunities for wildlife, enclosure, and
legibility. SUDs are another example
where the transference of water above
ground in shallow undulations can
contribute to public space, habitat, identity
and amenity.

7.10. Multifunctional use of public realm can
provide great beneﬁts ranging from the
economic and aesthetic value of attractive
areas and streets (Fig 106), to the natural,
ecological, physical and mental health
beneﬁts that such well-designed spaces
and green infrastructure corridors can
provide.

Unique and robust street furniture. Fig 105

Art, and amenity combining in public realm. Fig 106
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Public Realm Checklist

Public realm maintenance
7.12. The shared common areas within new
housing development such as the
highway, footpaths, SUDs, services and
public spaces must be designed to a high
quality and where applicable to the
adoption standards expected by the
Council. Public places that are looked
after can greatly enhance the perceived
value of adjacent private areas. (Fig 107)
The maintenance of such areas is as
important as their installation.

7.13. In new areas of public realm not proposed
for adoption, evidence will be required that
suitable management companies are set
up at an early date and membership
arrangements and/or covenants are in
place. Interim measures and contingency
plans will also be required to ensure
communal, and public areas are suitably
managed in the interests of clarity and for
future residents.

The structuring of the Public Realm
must be evident and designed to
support the Street hierarchy
The choice of house types and
enclosures must work with the
public realm and streets to create a
sense of place with identity
Small, ineffective, semi-private
spaces left in between the planned
layout component parts will not be
acceptable
There must be a clear distinction
between public and private space
and the functionality of the public
realm should be apparent
Clarity is required about the future
maintenance of public realm and the
interim and contingency measures

Public Realm, privately managed. Fig 107
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7.14. While the viability of a scheme may kick
start the process, a development idea
purely governed by ﬂoorspace will never
achieve the true potential in quality and
value. Consideration must be given to the
quality of ‘place’; how it will be
experienced and how the public realm and
spaces between buildings contribute
positively to make places better for
NPPF 56
people.
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8.design
Design Analysis
assessme

The various parts of a development collectively build up the places we all live, work and
travel within and it is necessary to ensure these individual parts come together as a
coherent whole. collectively assembled to form a strong character and usable place.

8

8.1. The character and quality of place results from many sometimes
intangible things. The key physical elements however play a
substantial role in contributing or detracting from place value. The
quality of the components, how they are assembled together and the
relationships between them all contribute to the experience of a
place. These ‘parts’ comprise the physical elements of a
development from public space to boundary treatments, porches to
parking courts. The ﬁrst part of this chapter sets out and considers
those parts that come together to form a development.
8.2. A holistic approach is required to create successful streets and this
includes the plot level. The quality of design when grouping houses
is reliant on appropriate scale, massing and detailing in the form and
architecture proposed for each house. If a house type or the
component parts are poorly designed this will impact negatively on
the entire street and its character. The second part of this chapter
considers housing typologies and the different requirements for each
to ensure they work within the wider street and public realm.

• Kit of Parts
• Aspects of Form
• Housing Typologies
63

Kit of Parts
8.3. Every place is formed from a number of
component parts. These include the
individual plot, the dwelling, its enclosure
and boundary with the public realm, the
frontage space, the private garden space,
parking and vehicular access, street and
its landscaping and areas of public space
These parts are illustrated in Fig 108.

1

8.5. Each part of a scheme relies on
the others to uphold the quality,
of the whole. The impact one
failing element can have on the
overall quality should not be
underestimated and small details
can make huge differences.

2
9

6

3

8.4. The success of places and streets
depends on the quality of what forms them
and how the component parts are
arranged. This concept of the Kit of Parts
is the essence of street composition and
placemaking. A missing element or lack of
balance and coherence between
component parts can lead to a place
functioning poorly, its quality declines and
over time the area degrades further.

7

1. Plot

6

2. Dwelling

5

3. Boundary Treatment
4. Frontage Space

2

4

9
3

1

8

5. Private Garden
6. Servicing & Parking
7. Street
8. Street Landscaping
9. Public space
The parts of a layout in plan and elevation Fig 108
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The Aspects of Form
8.6. This next section explores what can
happen to the overall quality of a scheme
when policy DE1 is not followed and
important elements from the Kit of Parts
are missing entirely or when they are of a
poor quality.
8.7. This ﬁrst example (Fig 109) shows
terraced housing within Swindon’s Railway
Village. The housing provides a strong
continuous frontage along a street behind
low walls and clipped hedges. The
second example (Fig 110) is another
terrace in the same town but 160 years
later. This row is formed by four modern
units. The two are comparable as they
both comprise relatively high density
terraces with no frontage car parking.
Despite these similarities, there are clear
differences.
8.8. In the ﬁrst example, the presence and
quality of the component parts; 2 3 4 8
all contribute to the overall composition
resulting in a high quality street scene.
8.9. In the second example, the omission of
some of the Kit of Parts - boundary
treatments 3 and meaningful frontage
space, 4 leads the modern example to
seriously fail in terms of high quality
design.

Terraced housing with strong frontage treatment Fig 109

8

Terraced housing with no boundary treatment Fig 110

2
3

2

4

4
7

7
© Crown Copyright database rights 100024296 2016

© Crown Copyright database rights 100024296 2016

Clear front boundary treatment 3

No front boundary treatment

Distinction of public/private realm 3

No distinction of public/private realm

Boundary and planting reinforces
continuity of the street 3 + 8

No sense of defensible space

Secures area of defensible space 4

Poor access - steps to each dwelling
encroach in limited frontage area 4

Level access to each dwelling

No space for planting or street trees

Hidden storage of utilities and waste

Utilities and waste storage on show
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Strong Layout and Form
8.10. These next two examples (Figs 111 and
112) exhibit layout similarities. Both are
within Swindon and comprise formal
layout arrangements with crescents,
squares and symmetry across the streets.
At the detailed level however clear
differences emerge owing to the contrast
in the quality of the Kit of Parts.
8.11. In the ﬁrst example (Fig 111) the key
elements noted before are present boundary treatments A deﬁne the public
and private space and the scale of the
buildings B enclose the space well with a
key building C to terminate views.
Window boxes D provide additional
interest against the backdrop of consistent
openings and materials and two areas of
formal green space add character.

B

D

A

C

E
Formal layout supported by consistent detailing Fig 111

Direction of photo

E

8.12. The Kit of Parts are designed as a
composition and form a successful place.

Public space sizable & meaningful E

© Crown Copyright database rights 100024296 2016

Scale and proportion of dwellings B
provides a strong street enclosure
Railings deﬁne private frontages A
Consistent form, materials openings
& details D
Street parking doesn’t detract
Refuse and recycling out of view
65
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Weak Form and Detailing

H

J

J

I
G
G
K
F

Formal layout depleted by poor quality form Fig 112

8.13. In this second example (Fig 112) many of
the key component parts are lacking and
in some cases missing entirely. Although
the building height is also 3-storey the
relationship with the street is weak owing
to a lack of enclosure. There are no
boundary treatments F to deﬁne the public
-private space leaving planting vulnerable
and the large areas of tarmac G spill out
each side of the street. The long view is
not terminated in any building or feature H
encouraging higher car speeds. Although
built form across this part of the street is
symmetrical further along it is not I and
materials are inconsistent.J
8.14. The planting shown between a blank wall
and footway K does little to contribute to
the public realm and will be difﬁcult to
maintain. Car parking dominates and
utilities are visible.

Direction of photo

© Crown Copyright database rights 100024296 2016

Lack of meaningful public realm K
Built form broken G lacks street
enclosure & boundary treatments F
No vista termination H
Car parking dominates street scene
Irregular built form I & materials J

© Crown Copyright database rights 100024296 2016

Small left over areas with weak
planting, difﬁcult to maintain K
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Typologies
8.15. Although housing falls mostly in private
ownership it has a major impact on the
adjoining public realm. Dwellings along a
residential street provide the main spatial
enclosure. The type and arrangement of
house typologies in relation to each other
and to the street, help establish the quality
and experience of the public realm.
8.16. This section sets out some examples of
different dwelling typologies on their plots
and how the consideration of the Kit of
Parts should ensure adequate and
appropriate responses. Not all solutions
will be applicable for all locations or for all
house types and that is why it is important
to look in detail at the typologies.
8.17. The typologies examined include:
terraces, apartments, detached and semidetached dwellings and mews and
courtyard buildings. In the majority of
cases, by grouping similar typologies or
creating a rhythmic distribution of
typologies along a street, a strong,
deﬁnitive character can be established.
8.18. Context is also a key consideration as
grouped typologies may not be the
appropriate design response in some
smaller schemes or rural locations. Fig 8
(pages 11-12) lists where different
typologies are most appropriate.
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8.19. The Railway workers housing in Swindon
has resulted in ordered and regular
rhythms of streets and housing, echoed
through the 19th and 20th Centuries within
Old Town (Fig 113) and across other
historically established parts of the Town.
The grouping of similar house typologies
creates a strong sense of place along a
street or space and this approach has
featured strongly in many modern award
winning schemes (Fig 114).
8.20. Such regularity and consistency in the
grouping of the parts creates order,
legibility, and a uniform interface with the
public street. It also allows elements such
as car parking and street trees to be
arranged in a complimentary and efﬁcient
manner.

C19th ordered, regular rhythms and typologies Fig 113

8.21. A holistic approach is required to create
successful streets. While the layout
principles may work when grouping a
particular house type, if that house type is
poorly designed then this will impact
negatively on the entire streetscene and
its character .
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Award winning modern ordered typologies Fig 114
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Component parts of repeated
terrace houses should be designed
to be repeated rhythmically

Terraces
8.22. Terraces often work best as a continuous
row of a repeated housetype (Fig 115/116)
whether in straight, staggered or crescent
layouts. The component parts of such
terraces need to ensure the rhythmic
qualities can be satisfactorily repeated.
Terracing using varied housetypes may
also work, provided the scale and
materials of each dwelling relates well to
the overall street.
8.23. Previous examples have shown the
impact on the street when a terrace has
no boundary treatment and inadequate
frontage (Fig 110 page 64). Boundary
treatments 3 to protect frontage space 4
are key to creating enclosure and are
expected in terraces.

The scale and materials of varied
terrace houses must relate well as
an overall composition
Each property must have frontage
space [4] & boundary treatments [3]
in keeping with the street character

Varied terraces with consistent frontage space Fig 115

8.25. To avoid visual clutter bespoke enclosures
to the front of dwellings for bikes, refuse
and recycling 6 are encouraged. If there
is no integral front storage then safe and
convenient rear access will be necessary
using ginnels in central dwellings.

Bespoke front enclosures for
storage is encouraged. Where this
is not possible rear/side access
must be provided for each property
incorporating ginnels

2

8.24. Terraced properties with on-street parking
arrangements should have adequate
frontage widths to ensure one car parked
parallel or two cars parked perpendicular
with pedestrian access, is accommodated.
This ensures parking is convenient and
does not dominate or disrupt the street.

Terraces with on-street parking to
the front should be wide enough to
ensure one parallel space or two
perpendicular spaces with
pedestrian access can ﬁt within
each dwelling width

1. Plot
8
6

2. Dwelling
3. Boundary Treatment
4. Frontage Space

3

5. Private Garden

4
9

6. Servicing & Parking
7. Street

7

8. Street Landscaping
A repeated terrace and repeated kit of parts Fig 116

9. Public space
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Apartment Buildings
8.26. Apartment buildings are often the largest
dwelling type used in a layout. They are
sometimes used as landmarks and vista
terminations and as such their associated
Kit of Parts such as frontage and
landscaping, must be adequately sized in
scale with their built form and support their
contribution to the street character.
8.27. Apartments that follow or mark a corner
position must be sufﬁciently articulated to
front both aspects providing character and
casual surveillance to the streets.
Entrances should be direct, clearly visible
from the street and ensure accessibility for
all users (Fig 117).

8.28. For amenity, health and wellbeing, all
apartments should be dual aspect and all
habitable rooms including kitchens and
bathrooms are expected to achieve
natural ventilation through windows.
8.29. Separate rear entrances for servicing of
refuse, recycling and bicycle storage, etc.
must be convenient, highly accessible and
adequately overlooked..
8.30. Adequate external private outdoor space
is expected for each residence either
through a rear garden, a larger communal
landscaped area (Fig 118) or a useable
balcony. An area of 10m2 is suggested
per apartment.

The Kit of Parts must be in scale
with the associated apartment and
support the street character
Apartments that follow or mark a
corner must have articulated
frontages on both public façades
Entrances to apartments must be
clearly marked, accessible and
visible from the public realm
Each apartment should be dual
aspect with windows providing
natural ventilation
Each apartment should includes
outdoor private or grouped amenity
space, or a useable balcony
Servicing should be grouped, easily
accessible and designed as part of
the overall composition
This typology is usually only
appropriate in urban, urban core
and village core areas and
occasionally in sub-urban areas (Fig
8, pages 11-12)

Entrances should be direct visible & accessible Fig 117
69
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Shared external outdoor private space Fig 118
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Detached Dwellings

Semi-detached Dwellings

8.31. Generally detached properties should
have sufﬁcient frontage space to be in
scale with the dwelling, the context and
provide a landscaped setting (Fig 119).
Front boundary treatments however are
not always necessary in urban fringe and
rural locations or as part of an intended
character.

8.33. Pairs of houses or “semis” are often a
successful typology. They are
synonymous with a suburban character
and suit articulated frontages (Fig 120)
often including bays and projecting gables.
Flat fronted semi-detached properties are
rarely successful.

8.32. Car parking must be on-plot and is
generally best placed to the side of the
dwelling set back from the building line.
Storage of bikes, refuge and recycling
must be accommodated to the rear.

8.34. Boundary treatments are essential to
enclose the private landscaped frontage
space and parking is best served to the
side, set back from the boundary. The
storage of bikes, refuge and recycling
should be accommodated to the rear.

Detached properties should have
landscaped frontage space in
proportion with the dwelling
Detached properties front boundary
treatments are encouraged but not
always necessary in some character
areas
Car parking must be on plot and
generally set back behind the
building line for detached properties
and behind the boundary treatment
for semi-detached houses
Bike, refuge and recycling storage
must be to the rear
Semi-detached properties should
have articulated frontages (porches,
projecting gables, bays, etc.)
Semi-detached properties must
have boundary treatments and
private frontage space
These typologies are usually only
appropriate in sub-urban, urban
fringe and village/rural locations (Fig
8, pages 11-12)

Detached house - frontage space & side access Fig 119

“Semi” projecting gable, frontage & side access Fig 120
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Mews Buildings
8.35. Mews buildings within courtyards often
comprise small scale dwellings and ﬂats
over garages (FOGs). Whilst parking
courtyards should be limited in number
and scale it is recognised in some
instances, the block structure will
necessitate them. In such cases they
should include shared surface space,
planting and dwellings to ensure placemaking and provide activity and
surveillance.
8.36. Dwellings with integrated parking at
ground ﬂoor work well within Mews areas
(Fig 121) providing parking and interest.

Successful mews shared surface area & trees Fig 121
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8.37. Mews buildings do not always have
private frontage or boundary treatments.
Where this is the case space should be
made for tree planting and there should be
a single surface treatment such as setts or
blocks (Fig 122).
8.38. The previous guidelines for the other
housetypes apply within mews except in
relation to frontages, boundary treatments
and car parking. Each FOG unit must
include its own garaging, as well as
storage for bikes, refuse and recycling.
Other parking arrangements should still
adhere to the general guidelines on pages
47 to 48.

Courtyard areas should include
shared surface space, planting and
dwellings
Courtyard areas that include Mews
buildings with no private dwelling
frontages should include space for
street tree planting
Courtyard areas should include
different surface treatment to
distinguish it from the main streets
Each FOG unit must include its own
garaging as well as storage space
These typologies are usually only
appropriate in urban courtyards and
rural locations. (Fig 8, pages 11-12)

Integrated parking in paved mews area & tree Fig 122
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Glossary
Accessibility

Amenity

Connectivity

The ease with which a building place or facility
can be reached by people and /or goods and
services. Accessibility can be shown on a plan
or described in terms of pedestrian and vehicle
movements, walking distance from public
transport, travel time or population distribution.
(Dictionary of Urbanism)

The pleasant or normally satisfactory aspects of
living conditions including daylight, sunlight,
privacy, outlook and freedom from
unreasonable noise and disturbance, that
contribute to the enjoyment of residents and
visitors.

The strength, quantity and quality of links to the
surrounding environment.

The term’s meaning is a matter for the exercise
of planners’ direction, rather than being deﬁned
in law. (Dictionary of Urbanism)

Conservation Areas

Active Frontages
Building faces that add interest, life and vitality
to the streetscape.

Backland

Active frontage development is buildings whose
entrances front on to a road or street.
(Dictionary of Urbanism)

Land behind an area which is built or otherwise
developed.

Adaptability

The variety of ﬂora and fauna in the world or
particular habitat.

The ability to adjust to changing circumstances
and uses over time.
The capacity of a building or space to respond
to changing social, technological economic and
market conditions. Adaptability is recognised as
an important objective of urban design.
(Dictionary of Urbanism)
‘It is not the strongest of the species that
survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one
most responsive to change’ Charles Darwin

Biodiversity

Building Line
The line in front of which no buildings protrude.
It is often established by extending a line along,
using the principal elevation of a building or a
group of buildings fronting a street. A clear
building line is not always possible to establish
in all situations and staggered or varied
frontages may result in a less clear or no single
building line.
The line formed by the frontages of buildings
along a street. (Dictionary of Urbanism)

The degree to which a place is connected by
routes to other places and to which its own
parts are connected to each other. (Dictionary
of Urbanism)

An area of notable environmental or historical
interest or importance which is protected by law
against undesirable changes.
A designation made by a local authority under
the Town and Country Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 on
a site possessing special architectural or
historical interest. The Council will seek to
preserve or enhance the character and
appearance of such areas. Conservation areas
were ﬁrst introduced by the Civic Amenities Act
1967
County Wildlife Sites
Areas of land recognised as being at least
county, sometimes national, importance for their
nature conservation value; this is deﬁned by the
presence of important, distinctive and
threatened habitats and species.
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Desire Lines

Fenestration

Inclusive

Emerge from short cuts taken away from
designated pathways.

The design, arrangement, size and proportion of
windows and some other openings within a
building.

A development that facilitates and responds
positively to all user groups.

The shortest, most direct route between
facilities or places. Even when obstacles or
difﬁculties are in the way, people will still try to
follow the desire line, so it makes sense to
accommodate desire lines in a plan as far as
practicable. (Dictionary of Urbanism)
Enclosures
The space between buildings. Building
elevations and the cross sections of public
spaces should be scaled to foster a sense of
enclosure.
Energy Efﬁciency
The use of layout design to maximise the sun’s
heat and light energy for residential properties.
The result of minimising the use of energy by
transport, through the planning of settlements,
and through the way in which buildings are
constructed and arranged on site. (Dictionary of
Urbanism)
Fascia

The detailed aspects that make up the threedimensional conﬁguration of the built
environment.

Inﬁll

In architecture, form is a noun. (Dictionary of
Urbanism)

New building in a gap between existing
buildings or within an area.

Ginnel

Building on a relatively small site between
existing buildings. (Dictionary of Urbanism)

A narrow passage shared between two
dwellings (buildings).
Habitable room
Rooms in which people are likely to spend a
considerable amount of time. This excludes
landings, hallways, toilets, bathrooms, service
rooms, utility rooms or similar non-living spaces.
A room used for living purposes, excluding
kitchens with ﬂoor area of less than 13 sq m
(140 ft), bathrooms, toilets, corridors and halls.
(Dictionary of Urbanism)
Juliet Balcony

Boarding material that covers the ends of rafters
of a roof structure; also the signage board
showing the name of the shop above a
traditional shopfront.
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Form

Designing the built environment, including
buildings and their surrounding spaces, to
ensure that they can be accessed and used by
everyone. (Dictionary of Urbanism)

A railing or enclosure to provide a safety barrier
in front of glazed doors above ground ﬂoor
level.
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Layout efﬁciency
The best use of land through the optimum
organisation of a development.
Legibility
The extent to which a place is recognisable and
coherently organised.
The quality of a place being welcoming
understood easily by it’s users, easy for visitors
to orient themselves in, and presenting a clear
image to the wider world. (Dictionary of
Urbanism)
Local Development Framework
The portfolio of Local Development Documents,
which collectively provide the framework for
delivering the spatial strategy for the Borough.
3

Material Consideration

Nodes

Overlooking

The statutory planning documents and
Government statements of planning policy,
which must be taken into account in reaching
decisions on planning applications. Other
matters, if they have regard to the objects of
planning control, may also be material, including
supplementary planning documents.

A point in a network at which lines or pathways
intersect or branch.

The ability to view something, especially from
above. Excessive overlooking can lead to a
lack of privacy and loss of amenity.

Massing
The three-dimensional development envelope
and proportions, rhythms and patterns of it.
the combined effect of the arrangement,
volume, and shape of the building or group of
buildings. Also called bulk. (Dictionary of
Urbanism)
Means of Enclosure
The physical or sense of deﬁnition of space or
area. This is often denoted as a wall, railings or
hedge in residential development to deﬁne the
edge of the public-private realms.
Natural Surveillance
A passive dialogue between people passing a
building being aware if the overlooking created
by those within the building.
The discouragement to wrong-doing by the
presence of passers-by or the ability of people
to see out of windows. (Dictionary of Urbanism)

A place where activity and routes are
concentrated; a point of interchange in a
transport network. Also known as a vertex.
(Dictionary of Urbanism)
They may be primary junctions, places of a
break in transportation, a crossing or
convergence of paths, moments of shift from
one structure to another. Or the nodes may be
simply concentrations, which gain their
importance from being the condensation of
some use or physical character, as a streetcorner hangout or an enclosed square. Kevin
Lynch (1960)
Orientation
The direction in which the proposed building
faces.
Outlook
The ability to look out from a property
unencumbered by overbearing development. It
is not a vista to a speciﬁc point or a protected
view out over open land. Instead it
acknowledges that residents are entitled to
protection from the effect of buildings in close
proximity to ensure they are not oppressive.

Passive Surveillance
(See Natural Surveillance)
Permeability
The measure of how easy or difﬁcult it is to
move through all parts of a development.
The degree to which an area has a choice of
routes through it; the condition of being
permeable. Permeability has long been
considered as one of the central principles of
urban design. A variety of pleasant, convenient
and safe routes (as opposed to layouts in big
blocks with no way through) is thought to make
a place better suited to people on foot.
(Dictionary of Urbanism)
Proportion
A part considered in relation to the whole. When
these relationships are agreeable - they form a
harmonious or balanced relationship between
forms.
Public Realm
Public spaces in the form of streets and spaces
(both hard and soft landscaped).
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Public Realm (cont’d)

Setting

Setti

Includes (but not limited to) those elements that
make up a street and / or a public space such
as shared surface areas, boundary treatments,
street trees, public art, street furniture, and can
also include areas devoted to the creation of a
sustainable drainage strategy where these are
designed as multi-functional spaces.

The setting of a heritage asset is the
surroundings in which a heritage asset is
experienced. Its extent is not ﬁxed and may
change as the asset and its surroundings
evolve. Elements of a setting may make a
positive or negative contribution to the
signiﬁcance of an asset, may affect the ability to
appreciate that signiﬁcance or may be neutral
(NPPF glossary).

different people from different backgrounds, in
the workplace, in schools, and within
neighbourhoods. (The Home Ofﬁce)

Rectilinear Block Structure
Streets arranged primarily in straight lines and
structured to create linear, rectangular-shaped
development blocks.
Rhythm
A strong, regular repeated feature or pattern of
design.
Rights of Way
The legal right to pass along a speciﬁc route
through grounds or property belonging to
another.
Roofscape
A scene or view of roofs appreciated as a
composition usually within the wider landscape.
Scale
The size of built form as a relative concept,
relative to context, character, public realm and
human scale.
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Siting
The conﬁguration and relationship of a
building’s footprint to the existing context,
character and the vision for the development.
Sites of Special Scientiﬁc Interest (SSSI)
SSSI are legally protected under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981. They represent the
country’s best wildlife and geological sites.
Social Cohesion
The degree of social integration and inclusion in
communities.
One where there is a common vision and a
sense of belonging for all communities; the
diversity of people’s different backgrounds and
circumstances is appreciated and positively
valued; those from different backgrounds have
similar life opportunities; and strong and positive
relationships are being developed between
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Statement of Community Involvement
Sets out the standards that the Council will
achieve in involving local communities in the
preparation of Local Development Documents
and development control decisions.
Supplementary Planning Document
Guidance produced to accompany policy
developed in the Council’s Local Plan as part of
the Local Development Framework.
Sustainable Drainage
A sustainable drainage system (SuDs, SuDS,
SUDS) is designed to reduce the potential
impact of new and existing developments with
respect to surface water drainage discharges.
Tandem Development
Backland development where a new dwelling is
placed immediately behind an existing dwelling.
Townscape
The visual appearance of an urban landscape.
The appearance of streets, including the way
the components of a street combine in a way
that is distinctive to a particular locality.
(Dictionary of Urbanism)
5

Abbreviations & Acronyms
Townscape (cont’d)
One building is architecture, but two buildings is
townscape. (Gordon Cullen)

AONB - Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

Utility

CABE (Now part of Design Council CABE)
Commission for Architecture and the Built
Environment

The practicality or usefulness required of
aspects of development in order to aid their
functionality.

BRE - British Research Establishment

CWS - County Wildlife Site
EIA - Environmental Impact Assessment
GI - Green Infrastructure
IHBC - Institute of Historic Building
Conservation
LAP - Local Area of Play
LEAP - Local Equipped Area of Play
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LPA - Local Planning Authority
NEAP - Neighbourhood Equipped Area of Play
NPPF - National Planning Policy Framework
POS - Public Open Space
RIBA - Royal Institute of British Architects
RICS - Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
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• Robert Cowan (2005) “A Dictionary of
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• Paul J Littlefair (2011) BR 209 Site Layout
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God Practice

RTPI - Royal Town Planning Institute
SBC - Swindon Borough Council
SBLP - Swindon Borough Local Plan
SPD - Supplementary Planning Document
SSSI - Site of Special Scientiﬁc Interest
SUDs - Sustainable Drainage Systems
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